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Medical productivity and clinical service
consultancy

Timeline
2013 - Four Eyes founded

Four Eyes Insight is a medical productivity and clinical service consultancy, founded
in 2013 by Dr Henry Carleton and Brian Wells. Henry and Brian both come from a
medical background, and the business proposition to acute NHS trusts leverages the
founders’ clinical experience to help them to identify and implement efficiency and
performance improvement across clinical settings.

2016 - Livingbridge invests

The business’s services are in high demand partly due to the funding pressure placed
on the NHS. Nearly 60% of the NHS’s budget is directed to acute trusts and as a
consequence, they are experiencing the greatest share of efficiency saving pressures.
Four Eyes Insight’s clinical productivity consulting assists trusts in realising savings.

2017 - Appoints new COO

2018 - Appoints new CEO

“At Four Eyes, we improve efficiency across health care systems. To do this in a
sustainable way takes the right combination of technology and people. Our
dedicated, high-performing teams bring hands-on NHS experience at the frontline
of operational improvement. Our primary focus now is on launching cutting-edge
software that drives efficiencies to put patients at the centre of care.”

2018 - Appoints new
chairman

Dr Emma Stanton, CEO, Four Eyes

2018 - Appoints new CFO

The right tools for growth

2019 - Launches “Insight”
software

Talent
We have worked to augment the senior management team through supporting the
hire of a new CEO, COO and CFO.

2019 - Appoints new
CPO

Tech enablement
We have facilitated the development of a new software platform, “Insight”, which is
currently in beta testing across multiple acute hospitals.
About Livingbridge
Livingbridge is a mid-market private equity firm with offices in the UK, the US and Australia, investing in fast growing companies valued up to £300m.
Our team have been backing growing businesses together for twenty years. We’ve done it over a hundred times, turning many into household names both
at home and abroad. We get growth.
We understand the people behind growing companies in consumer markets; healthcare and education; technology, media and telecommunications;
financial services and business services, and help them achieve what’s right for them and their business.
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